the way for the 1960s' Mahler renaissance; but also (2) the later practice, given significant impetus by this very revival, of employing actual works of Mahler in, or as, film soundtracks, underscores, or "overscores"; and (3) the subsequent parodying of these influences and traditions. So different from that deriving from scholarship, journalism, and live or recorded performance, this is a reception history grounded in processes of extreme musical commodification and mass-media consumption potentially divorced from any glimmer of authorial intention, and offensive to some people's notions of the value of art and artists. It thus remains less easy to document, analyze, interpret, and justify. One only has to recall the controversy surrounding Visconti's explicit conflation of Mahler and Aschenbach in Death in Venice of 1971, 8 which went as far as Anna Mahler, via Donald Mitchell, petitioning Queen Elizabeth II, no less, not to attend the film's showing in London, so angered was the composer's daughter by what she saw as the film's misrepresentation of her father's personality and life. Here we have a case of the ability of music to reformulate perceptions of narrative content, to begin to break through diegetic barriers and, as "overscore," to usurp other aspects of the filmic apparatus to reveal semisubmerged ploys of characterization. Aside from the ethical debate surrounding this particular film, it should be noted that, as the best-known example of the extensive use, or abuse, of Mahler's music in cinema, Death in Venice has remained a highly influential touchstone, even burden, for subsequent filmmakers with an interest in this composer's music-as a cinematic work both to be emulated and to be satirized. It has also regularly been cited as one of the prime causes of the misconceived late-twentieth-century tradition of performing the Adagietto at excessively slow tempi and in funereal mood, as opposed to at moderate tempi and with the more positive characterization evidently intended by the composer. 9 In other contexts, I have explored what I call "cinematic" structuring processes in the music of Mahler, 10 specifically the passage of extreme juxtaposition of dissimilar material in the Rondo Burleske of the Ninth Symphony, where the slow turn figure of the final movement is anticipated (mm. 347-521). There are many other examples that could be invoked: the scenic spatiality of the finale of the Second Symphony with its series of tableaux and off-stage brass; similar procedures, as well as cutting and splicing effects, in the first movement of the Third; and abrupt "cutaways" to contrasting material in the second movement of the Fifth and the third movement of the Seventh, to name but a few. In a range of symphonic instrumental and vocal settings, Mahler seemed to be intensifying and drawing together in collage fashion many of the most vivid theatrical elements from the worlds of opera and stage melodrama that would form the structural bedrock of subsequent early cinematic language. Significantly, Theodor Adorno extols Mahler's musical forms for just this kind of empirical and nominalist construction "from below," from "the facts of experience" rather than "from above, from an ontology of forms," 11 a process whereby formal schemes loosen their grip on musical succession and temporality. I have suggested that this is a decidedly cinematic approach to musical composition and have similarly maintained that a high-romantic, Mahlerian stylistic and gestural language has dominated large areas of the development of screen-scoring practice in the twentieth century. Consider, for example, this musical language's flexible modes of continuity and dislocation referred to previously; its allusions to, and subversions of, generic, formal, and topical models; and its play between surface and depth, and between part and whole. Certain film music historians, for instance, Buhler draws attention to Williams's use of Mahlerian techniques of the thematic variant in the Star Wars films, whereby the definitive version of a theme evolves through a chain of variants whose differing facets "giv[e] the music the feel of a narrative sequence." 13 One could cite innumerable instances of this kind of stylistic affinity among screen composers in the last eighty years of the history of sound film-composers who have played a subtle but pervasive role in unconsciously attuning twentieth-and twenty-first-century ears, otherwise less likely to hear the music performed or recorded in independent settings, to a Mahlerian gestural and monumental musical idiom; to strongly allusive musical topics; to extremes of, on the one hand, formal disjuncture and fragmentation, and on the other hand, seamlessness and extended continuity through long arches of melody.
14 Carl Dahlhaus once noted, "The discovery that audiences who detest Schönberg's music in the concert hall will accept it without a murmur as background film music is as fundamental as it is depressing." 15 With Mahler, however, the situation seems rather different since although his (for the most part resolutely tonal) music has its detractors, it has, generally speaking, gained a level of public acceptance far in excess of that achieved by post-1907 Schoenberg. Whether it is a depressing fact that this wider public reception may be partly attributed to the recontextualizing and reprocessing of Mahler's music and musical language as a rich technical resource in cinema remains an open question dependent on individual moral stances.
Schoenberg himself, writing in 1940, appeared to lament the absence of "classic" music (by which he meant music from Bach to Mahler) from the film industry, whose products he unsurprisingly denigrated as vulgar, sentimental, and the lowest kind of entertainment that "abandoned . . . every attempt towards art and remained an industry, mercilessly suppressing every dangerous trait of art." 16 Nevertheless, with the benefit of hindsight, I would maintain, contra Schoenberg, that Mahler, among others, has always been present in cinematic scoring in spirit, if not in letter.
Whether or not we agree with Schoenberg's value judgment of cinema, the film industry's approach toward music, within which the issue of Mahler reception has played a small but notable part, has at the very least forced a reappraisal of the nature of artworks, of the relationship between so-called high art and low commerce, and of our understanding of the origins and sources of reception histories and estimations of value, and the institutions or societal groups with which they can or should legitimately reside.
As one recent film commentator put it, "[T]he romantic idiom, in its programmatic manifestations, from Liszt to Mahler and Richard Strauss, makes one forget and is good for business." 17 Whilst acknowledging the problems raised here and by Dahlhaus-problems of common ownership of art as commodity, notions of listener attentiveness, and the very aesthetic functions of music in film-I question whether it is necessary to share the pessimism of the latter's diagnosis, built as it is on hieratic despair at the demotic defiling of precious canonic repertoires and styles. Like it or not, Mahler's music does exist in film, and examining its profile in the contexts of commercial consumption can reveal at least some useful insight into perceptions of this music as cultural capital and its aesthetic status within wider public consciousness. Cherished ethical beliefs in the autonomy and exclusivity of art forms have always been challenged by cinema, and in the pursuit of this study it is worth remembering that Mahler's similar Wagnerian "mixed media" aesthetic concerns and creative practice led to no diminishment in his ultimate belief in music's value and power-quite the reverse. In this essay, I therefore wish to focus primarily on the second and third strands of the Mahler screen legacy noted previously-the actual use of his music in conjunction with the moving image, and the traditions spawned thereby -drawing conclusions from this for reappraising cultures of reception and for rethinking the aesthetic relationship between film's putative diegetic space and the music that operates within, around, and beyond this space. 
3.
A further, less well-defined category, falling somewhere between categories 1 and 2, concerns those screen works that, through implication or veiled allusion, encourage rich levels of interpretation not necessarily made explicit in the audiovisual context. Some of this repertoire will be discussed later in this essay.
As Russell, 1974) , although, as noted later in this essay, at times the particular uses of Mahler's music work to transcend these traditional categories. Almost all use Mahler unchanged (although always excerpted and sometimes with music from different works juxtaposed), but a small number adapt the music in some way.
Despite the variety of filmic genre and subject matter-from romantic drama (sometimes historical, though not necessarily contemporary with Mahler's own time), through erotica, violent thrillers and dystopian science fiction, to black comedy-there is a tendency for Mahler's music to be used at similar points within narrative structures, as outlined in Table 3 . 
Moments of comedy (usually black) Death in Brunswick, Barfly, Sitcom, Parting Glances
In places where the music is used diegetically, scenes that make direct reference to the music and/or describe it as romantic, highbrow, or difficult
Husbands and Wives, Scorchers, Love Lessons, Star Trek:
Rarely is the music used to underscore moments of genuine frivolity or lightheartedness (such as in Hip Hip Hurrah! dir. Kjell Grede, 1987; The Music Teacher; and Parting Glances, dir. Bill Sherwood, 1986), and occasionally the music seems to be employed in deliberate, strongly ironic counterpoint to the apparent meaning of the visual/spoken content (as, for example, in Julian Schnabel's Before Night Falls [2000] , where the Adagietto is used during scenes of violence), generating levels of juxtaposition that transcend even Mahler's own radical, fin-de-siècle reworking of Socratic irony via that of early romantics such as Friedrich Schlegel, Novalis, and Jean Paul.
In the small amount of literature that exists on the use of Mahler's music on screen, critical focus on Death in Venice and on the cultural politics of the 1970s' and 1980s' New German Cinema of Rainer Werner Fassbinder, Hans-Jürgen Syberberg, and Werner Herzog 20 has both relied upon and generated an implicit opposition between this cinema, on the one hand, and Hollywood or "nonart" movies, on the other. Roger Hillman maintains that the cultural traditions and identities invoked by these directors' complex soundtracks "is alien to the register of music largely used for 'mood' purposes by classical Hollywood." 21 Calling on the cultural heritage of music "enabled a European director to shore up a film acoustically against the penetration of Hollywood," 22 Nevertheless, given their historical timing and especially Syberberg's apparent acknowledgment of the problems of historical representation in the late twentieth century, it is difficult to ascertain the degree to which these films of Syberberg and Fassbinder were contributing to, or reflecting and benefiting from, the progress of Mahler's general renaissance in other cultural arenas. Furthermore, leaving aside the complex historical questions of Mahler's national identity and the development of global rather than simply national ownership and reception of his music, this European vs. Anglo-American distinction seems a little too bald. After all, a number of European films throughout the period in question did use Mahler merely as "mood" music, whether congruently with the visuals or not, as in Fassbinder's Chinesische Roulette (1976), whose opening diegetic citing of Symphony 8 neither has cultural resonance nor plays a structural role in the narrative. Other films used the music deliberately to satirize the Visconti legacy rather than for any wider, more serious, artistic or political purpose, as in Fassbinder's use of the Adagietto at the beginning of In a Year of Thirteen Moons (1978) to underscore a sexually ambivalent liaison in a murky Frankfurt park. Conversely some Anglo-American films have employed the music in imaginative and culturally challenging ways, and in the most unexpected settings-for example, The Honeymoon Killers (Symphony 6), the true story of a couple who embark on a murder spree; The Gladiators (dir. Peter Watkins, 1969, Symphony 3), a curious dystopian vision of televised military games; and The Long Day Closes (Symphony 10), Terence Davies's nostalgic autobiographical work of childhood years.
In trying to transcend the historical and geographical limitations of this intercontinental distinction, I would argue that the most interesting uses of Mahler in film are those that combine elements of traditional mood-related functions with cultural-historical import, parodistic play, or structural narrative function-in other words, uses that shift between underscore and "overscore," and encourage us both to view the moving image through different aesthetic and cultural filters and to listen to Mahler's music in different ways, to reconsider our relationship with it and our understanding of its reception history. The examples discussed in the following section demonstrate varyingly interventionist technical and aesthetic aspects of this practice, which pose sometimes severe challenges to protectionist and purist traditions of artistic custodianship.
Examples
The Visconti Brands of Homosexuality and Death Julian Schnabel's Before Night Falls is an account of artistic, cultural, and personal oppression in the Cuban communist revolution of the 1950s, told from the perspective of the gay writer Reinaldo Arenas, who left the country in 1980 as part of the Mariel boatlift, having spent much of the previous decade incarcerated for the "ideological deviation" of both his writings and sexual orientation. He contracted AIDS and committed suicide in New York City in 1990.
A key scene of the film involves the brutal breakup of a house party by the military (at 41:24) , and the justification of such acts under the pretext of the communist mantra that capitalism leads only to immorality and decay. At the point of the break-in, the ambient sound levels are reduced and the Adagietto of Symphony 5 (the only non-Cuban music on the soundtrack) steals in, the first audible phrase being the second, from m. 3, with the rising fourth. 24 Scenes of violence, oppression, and destruction (alluded to in the voice-over of Arenas, to whose perspective we are shifted by the music and suppressed sound levels) are juxtaposed in strong counterpoint with the music, which is clearly intended to project a sense of stillness, contemplation, and utopian artistic beauty inherited from aspects of its use in Death in Venice, and to act as a symbol, "emanating" from the very consciousness of the Arenas character, of all that is under threat in this particular regime-the complete antithesis of most of what we are witnessing. Calling perhaps on Oliver Stone's similar use of Barber's Adagio for Strings in the Vietnam war epic Platoon (dir. Oliver Stone, 1986), the film's deployment of the Adagietto here may, ironically, constitute a closer semantic match with the composer's purported original conception of the movement as gentle love song than much of the signifying content with which it is attributed in Death in Venice. The death of beauty and culture is nevertheless an obvious shared theme, and the sublimated homosexuality of the earlier film becomes more blatantly foregrounded here: amidst the pain, persecution, and destruction, we are given glimpses of former sexual freedoms that became ultimately unsuccessful weapons in the effort to resist the system.
The aesthetic shock of the move from Cuban dance music to Mahlerian European "high art" is not only striking but also deeply ironic when one considers that it was largely because of the communist revolution that Havana, for example, remained partially stuck in a nineteenth/early-twentieth-century architectural, and a 1950s infrastructural, time warp that condemned the city to gradual decay and ruin. Layers of such allusion are explicitly assembled in Florian Borchmeyer's documentary Havana-The New Art of Making Ruins (2006), where voice-over of an interviewee imagines a protagonist of Thomas Mann (an aesthete, probably a dying musician) projected into the city only to expire whilst contemplating its ruins. Slow tracking shots along streets of decrepit colonial structures culminate in a snatch of prerevolutionary monochrome footage and a glowing sunset, all again accompanied by the Adagietto (17:05-19:38).
To read any further political or social significance into the presence of this movement in these films may not be possible or desirable. Nevertheless the deep humanity and spiritual concerns in Mahler's music-built as it often is on fragments of decayed and exhausted nineteenth-century musical leftovers or kitsch-are so often celebrated that they have become central aspects of his contemporary cultural identity. This may provide justification or at least an unsurprising motive for his music being called upon to serve as panacea for the world's troubles and as sympathetic voice of nostalgia, loss, and shared suffering.
More accompanies the montage of letters exchanged between the two burgeoning, murderous lovers at the center of the story (06:26); and later the gruesome shooting of a character who uncovers their plans (to gain the confidence of elderly spinsters, inveigle them to hand over money, and then murder them) is accompanied by the same movement's previous major-minor tonal shift and fateful timpani rhythm (1:32:00) (see Example 2). Here, the Mahlerian moment, removed from its large-scale structural context, retains an identity as the commodified pure gesture essential to the film music tradition -Mahler's music being made to "out-Mahler" its own burgeoning collage aesthetic.
The "Alma theme" from Mahler Symphony 6, first movement.
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Excerpt from Mahler Symphony 6, first movement.
In most cases of comedy, however, the humor works only because the music retains its aura of extreme sincerity and gravity rather than being semantically reconfigured-another example of the kind of deliberate miscontextualization or commodified allusion that lies at the heart of much comedic practice. Strangely enough, it is rare that Mahler's own brand of sardonic or gallows musical humor is directly transposed into similar filmic contexts (the uses of the parodistic, funeral-march third movement of Symphony 1 during the final graveyard scene in Sitcom [1: 11:22] , and for combinations of suicidal thoughts, self-inflicted pain, and the wicked overturning of imagined social triumph in Hip Hip Hurrah! [1: 22:38] are exceptions).
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A limited tradition of milder black comic use of the more familiar "serious" Mahler, for example, can be seen in a small but notable number of films and television programs (for example, Barfly, Timecode, Death in Brunswick, and Bang Bang, It's Reeves and Mortimer [dir. Mark Mylod, 1999]). Among these, Death in Brunswick and Barfly are perhaps most representative. In the former, a scene in which the main character attempts to poison his mother's tea in a bid to gain his inheritance, only to find there is not much of it left, is accompanied diegetically with the Adagietto (the mother's "favorite music," we are told), an LP of which the son plays especially for her (1:37:30). 30 Along with its implications of a generationally biased Mahler following, this scene's simple effects of bitter irony and black humor are predicated on a number of surprisingly sophisticated cultural references pertaining to both film history and Mahler performance practice.
Barfly concerns a washed-up, alcoholic poet and his fateful relationships. In the scene in question, voice-over recitation of his death-related poetry and the subsequent claim by his malingering partner that she is on her deathbed and is having angelic visions occur to the diegetic accompaniment of parts of the Andante of Symphony 6 (58:42). Quasiserious "high art" contexts and apparently tragic circumstances shift, in the manner of nineteenth-century romantic irony, toward the increasing absurdity and final Stimmungsbrechung of the scene, when urgently called paramedics examine the woman, declare her to be fit, she abruptly sits up, and the music is unceremoniously switched off. In both cases, it seems that the cultural engagement and foreknowledge necessary for full understanding of the irony are brought into greater focus by the transdiegetic nature of the music as "overscore"-the way it protrudes through the diegetic veil to implicate the audience along with the characters in a shared network of signification-particularly when it is either referred to so obviously in the diegesis as in Death in Brunswick, whose very title suggests ironic homage, or so clearly ruptured from the diegesis as in Barfly. For instance, by the 1990s, two mainstream television comedy series in the UK showed sufficient confidence in the semantic power and intersubjective understanding of the Adagietto, regardless of diegetic status, that they called on it to give instant recognition of the humorous juxtaposition: in Alas Smith and Jones (ca. 1990), in a hospital ward sketch to signal the impending death of a character; and in Bang Bang, It's Reeves and Mortimer in a regular "celebrity interview" slot in which, after facing a series of ludicrously inappropriate questions, the hapless luminary would be abandoned on stage to the sounds of the Adagietto. Alfonso Cuarón's Children of Men (Kindertotenlieder no. 1 in a story of the death of all children) and, on the other hand, by the ironic and allusive, for example,
Stiff Upper Lips Sitcom

Mike Figgis's Timecode (Adagietto), and
Who's Camus Anyway?
Timecode in fact seems to straddle both traditions in its unusual setting of a quarter-split screen showing four parallel, sometimes interacting, narrative strands. The "musical" director par excellence, Figgis comments that in screen contexts music "pervades everything," 31 and he conceived and physically designed the film in its early stages as a "musical"
interplay of primarily parallel streams of events. Excerpts from the Adagietto occur both as cinematic in-joke (the first of three appearances [33:14] eliding with the main character's suggestion to his soon-to-be ex-partner: "I've been thinking. If I took a couple of weeks off, maybe a month, we could just take a plane to Venice"), and as "serious" emotional signifier, marking out the breakup of this principal relationship, the main character's tipping over into violence, and his presumed dying moments (1:03:15 and 1:24:38). Figgis's complicity in the Adagietto myth is revealed both by his final use of it in the main character's death scene and by his selection of one of the slower performances available (Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra/Antoni Wit [Naxos, 1993])-though this may simply have been a matter of economics.
Relatively unproblematic, nonironic allegiance to serious eschatological themes of mortal existence associated with Mahler and his music, largely uninflected by issues of sexuality or humor, constitutes what might be called the "canonic" tradition of Mahler appropriation that has the longest history and generates the least critical ambivalence. As immediate heir to Visconti, Syberberg has the titular character of Karl May expire on his deathbed while uttering the word "Licht!" as we hear nondiegetically the longest section from the final chorus of "Resurrection," Symphony 2's last movement, a recurring refrain particularly in the second part of the film (DVD 2, 1:24:57, Film Galerie 451, n.d.). "Urlicht" (Primal light) from the same work recurs after discussions of death and the unlikelihood of survival in the trenches in the First World War drama Hedd Wyn (dir. Paul Turner, 1994) (1:33:04), and in The Well (dir. Samantha Lang, 1997) as the childlike younger female character fantasizes about being in love with the dead man whom she has run over and hidden down a well (1:04:26).
The least provocative Visconti homage in the world of the fiction film could well be Marisa Silver's Permanent Record (1988) , where the funeral of a boy who has committed suicide, along with associated mourning, revitalize the Adagietto's unintended partnership with death and obsequies (32:26). However, it is a testament to the malleability of musical signification-and to Visconti's fusing of death, love, and transcendence-that without difficulty the same music can be employed to elevate epiphanic scenes of ultimate medical triumph over death in Lorenzo's Oil, when the young victim manages to move his little finger unaided (2:01:24-2:03:04).
The March of War
If Permanent Record marked the apex of commodifying the Adagietto through circumscribing its semantic range in the direction of death, then Moshe Mizrahi's War and Love (1985) represents a similarly conservative tradition of wider Mahler usage (especially march material) centering on depictions of armed conflict. This surprisingly romanticized account of life in the Polish ghettos during the Second World War uses parts of the first, third, and fourth movements of the First Symphony nondiegetically and predictably: marching into the ghettos to the third movement funeral march, emotive surges in the same movement for romantic episodes, and the beginning of the finale for scenes of battle (18:14, 26 :20, and 1:14:55). The opening credit sequence and its transition into the film's first scene nevertheless provide an interesting alignment of techniques of narrative commencement in moving image and music. Increasingly enticing shifts from monochrome still picture to color picture to moving image draw us into the narrative and are synchronized with increasingly active musical events at the beginning of the symphony's first movement, as outlined in Table 4 . The frame around the picture disappears and the picture expands to fill the screen.
Bar 63 (onset of "Ging heut' Morgen übers Feld" melody in celli and greater sense of forward motion)
Still picture becomes moving picture, ambient sound of street begins, but the conversation and laughter of the three characters cannot be heard.
Bar 71 (return of "cuckoo" call in clarinet) First long shot of bus and surrounding area.
Bar 84 (beginning of second part of theme, taken from third stanza of original song)
First voice-over narration: "I will always wonder what made that summer so beautiful."
As a cultural phenomenon, this film cannot compare in breadth and depth to the powerful works of Syberberg and Fassbinder. It nevertheless contributes in its own limited way to the postwar redemption of Mahler's music and its much-debated Jewish characteristics, restoring through acts of imagination something of its rightful historical presence in a past that had denied it this in reality, and presenting as memorialized that which had been the victim of historical excision and temporarily enforced cultural amnesia. The structural mapping of its opening raises interesting questions regarding the temporalities of cinematic and musical narrative unfolding, and this is a point worthy of further exploration. 32 Although this film, and others depicting conflict such as Hedd Wyn and Eden, may stifle subtler forms of cultural commentary under the blanket of dramatic and romantic cliché, we have noted with Hitler, ein Film aus Deutschland, Before Night Falls, and Paragraph 175 that occasionally in the context of the war topic the combination of narrative-visual semantic, symbolic, and emotional content with that of Mahler's music can achieve striking and profound results. Two examples illustrate this. Herzog's Lessons of Darkness (1992) certainly belongs in this group, with its apocalyptic documenting of the post-first-Gulf-war burning oilfields of Kuwait, filmed to music by Grieg, Pärt, Prokofiev, Schubert, Verdi, and Wagner. It leaves "Urlicht" from Mahler's most eschatological Symphony 2 (itself configured around the teleology of the Day of Judgment followed by "Resurrection") to the final scenes entitled "Life without Fire" and "I am so Weary of Sighing, O Lord, Grant that the Night Cometh," after which the Mahler elides into the closing credits. "Man lies in deepest need. Man lies in deepest pain. Yes, I would rather be in heaven!" intones the solo alto voice in this penultimate movement of the symphony. Perhaps to avoid irony, we do not hear the concluding line of the movement: "The dear God will give me a small candle, Light will lead me to eternal blessed life!" Peter Watkins's pre-Visconti, Dr Strangelove-esque The Gladiators is notable for being one of the earliest films to use Mahler and for being one of the few to use Symphony 3-a decision evidently made during the editing process by film editor Lars Hagström. 33 The confluence of a politically radicalized director such as Watkins, a film made against the backdrop of the Vietnam war, Paris '68, and the Cold War, dealing with futuristic computer-controlled war games and suppression of the individual, and the music of a turn-of-the-century Austro-German composer, may seem odd at first sight, and there is certainly a sense in which the film tends to cast facets of the music in new semantic light. Nevertheless, it is telling that the anonymous reviewer of an early Swiss performance of Symphony 3 in 1904 described it as a "symphony of the people" (Volkssymphonie) and as an image of the "social movement," its "almost threatening demands for justice" and its "fierce battle against the State and its military forces." 34 Hagström may have known, too, of Richard Strauss's admission to Mahler's biographer Richard Specht that, when he conducted the first movement (excerpts of which are used in the film), visions of a workers' May Day march to the Prater in Vienna had come into his mind. 35 As the Mahler renaissance blossomed in the 1960s when this film was made, one of its tendencies was to counter the evils of the former Fascist suppression of the music by Nazi Germany with claims of its social, even socialist, significance. Although Mahler's personal political outlook is extremely difficult to disentangle, his unusual adoption of banal march themes, waltzes, and folk tunes in the "high art" world of the symphony came to be seen not as indications of a weak and derivative lack of artistic originality but as powerful markers of sociocultural inclusivity appropriate to new postwar sensibilities, as "allegories of the 'Lower Depths,' of the insulted and the socially injured." Thus, for Theodor Adorno, one of the pioneers of this interpretation, "[w]ith supreme genius Mahler, the passionate reader of Dostoevsky, incorporates them into the language of art," 36 and "[i]n Mahler there resounds something collective, the movement of the masses . . . the lowly is for him the negative of a culture that has aborted. . . . Desperately [his music] draws to itself what culture has spurned, as wretched, injured, and mutilated as culture hands it over." 37 The recontextualizing of this music in The Gladiators adds dimensions of Mash-or Catch-22-like dark humor to this interpretation. What is a clear-cut, optimistic-sounding march (from m. 247), in the context of the first movement's hitherto fragmented and stop-start structure, becomes in the flag-raising and wreath-laying ceremonies of this film (6:50 and 36:52) an incongruous, comic-sarcastic "commentary" on the futility of war: in the former scene, combined with cutaways to the lineup of pompous, smirking military leaders, and in the second scene with a deadpan voice-over enumerating historical developments in the cost of killing a single man in warfare.
A longer excerpt of the march occurs later during the key scene of capture and killing by the "system" of the two individuals who have managed to escape and disrupt the war games (1:22:57). Here Watkins shifts from moving image into juxtaposed monochrome stills of gas-masked troops cornering the victims, "completely redolent of May 1968 in Paris and of Italian police beating anti-globalization protestors in Genoa." 38 The music now provides continuity and movement, and its joviality is at yet more variance with the visual content, although for the first time we eventually, if briefly, hear the cataclysmic breakdown of the march music (m. 362), which is aligned here with the return to moving, color images of the bloodied victim (1:26:55).
Reinscribed into the symphony, its context, and its early reception, politicized readings may be possible. Mahler certainly lived in turbulent times in the history of European development, which problematized his sense of cultural identity as a Bohemian Austro-German. Successive defeats of Austria by France (1859) and Prussia (1866) led to a schism that has lasted to this day in the German-speaking world. The Austro-Hungarian Empire, founded in 1867, was an unwieldy conglomeration of ethnic groups dominated by Vienna until the empire's collapse in the First World War turned the city from proud imperial capital into Eastern outpost of an outcast people. Mahler, further alienated as a Jew, subscribed to the notion of a reunification of all German-speaking lands-something that, ironically, Hitler attempted to achieve through the kind of brutality, and suppression of difference or dissent, thematized in Watkins's film. It is difficult to hear the march in the first movement of Mahler's Symphony 3-which twice attempts to assert itself and twice is thwarted by massive counterforces-at face value as a positive rallying cry to the masses. An inversion of this idea would see its failed attempts to bring order to chaos as perhaps symbolizing the difficulty of imposing a political will on recalcitrant groups. "At what point does marching to the same tune become goose-stepping?" the music might thus be asking. According to this reading, it is monolithic social systems which manipulate or ignore individuality that are mocked in the false identity and forced continuity of the march sections. Answers to the conflicts between humankind as individual spirit, as social group, and as political pawn are explored by the implications embedded in both film and symphony.
Musical Reprocessing
It is one thing to employ works or excerpts of works by Mahler in screen contexts, but it is quite another to make significant changes to the material used or to superimpose material from different works. Although comparatively rare, this practice is notable for representing, on the one hand, perhaps the furthest point in the filmic process of commodifying and repackaging musical works (of "out-Mahlering" Mahler's own tendency toward musical dislocation) and, on the other, a curious reconstitution of the distinctly nineteenth-century controversial approach to musical performance practice, indulged in by Mahler himself, which can be summarized by the term Werktreue (literally "work-truth" or being true to the work). This tradition, which became complete anathema in the early twentieth century, involved conductors making alterations to the scoring and sometimes the structure of musical works in the belief that they were able to divine the composer's true intentions. The work therefore is considered to be an abstract, ideal entity separate from the text. For instance, Wagner (and Mahler following his example) made significant changes to the instrumentation of Beethoven's Symphony 9 on the grounds of the composer's deafness and the technical limitations of late-classical instruments and players; in the interests of what he saw as formal clarity, Mahler made cuts in his performances of Bruckner's Symphonies 4, 5, and 6; he altered many aspects of Schumann symphonies, including orchestration, phrasing, articulation, and thematic line, and arranged some late Beethoven string quartets for string orchestra. Mahler even urged later conductors to assume the right and duty to do the same to his own music, although to my knowledge no conductor, in the face of the overwhelming countervailing forces of postwar historical performance practice, has yet had the bravado to interfere with any of Mahler's detailed and prescriptive scores.
Two filmmakers partake in a similar interventionist aesthetic in their use of Mahler. Sokurov does so with the Kindertotenlieder in his painstaking and protracted documentaries Confession and (to a greater extent) Spiritual Voices. Both concern the minutiae of military service, respectively on a navy battleship in the Barents Sea and in the army on the Tajikistan-Afghanistan border. The central meaning of Spiritual Voices can be summed up in a portion of the voice-over in part 4 of the film: "War is hideous, from the very first shot to the last. There is nothing but dust, the smell of burning, stones, hot shrapnel, blood, a hint of fear. No room for aesthetics" (DVD 2, part 4, 44:24, Ideale Audience International Facets Video DV73207, 2004). In the final part of the documentary when demobbed soldiers wait, presumably to be returned to Russia, aesthetics resurface as Sokurov combines, sometimes simultaneously, sections of Kindertotenlieder nos. 2 ("Nun seh' ich wohl") and 3 ("Wenn dein Mütterlein")-without the vocal part, which is mostly transferred to the instruments-with voice-over dialogue ambiguously issuing from a radio that one of the soldiers has tried to tune in. Table  5 illustrates this. Taken as an extension of nineteenth-century practices, this musical reprocessing to the "greater" benefit of communicating some higher cinematic truth would certainly chime with Sokurov's deeply philosophical and literary approach to exploring the human condition through film. 39 The use of Kindertotenlieder songs, curiously muted by the absence of text, voice, and sometimes upper melodic line, could be taken in a general sense to symbolize the death of the very young soldiers' childhood as they emerge hardened from the experience of active service. The missing, implied text of "Nun seh' ich wohl" is permeated with a sense of leave-taking appropriate to the close of such a monumental piece of documentary cinema and to the circumstances of the soldiers depicted in the final scene: "You wanted with your shining light to tell me: / 'We'd dearly love to stay here by you, / But this our destiny denies us. / Ah look at us, for soon we'll be far from you! / What are but eyes to you, these present days, / In nights to come will be to you but stars.'" The oblique, male-female spoken dialogue with which the interleaving of the songs is combined also contains veiled Dostoyevskian intimations of departure, loss, divine protection, and a cynical denial of religious faith. In certain ways, it parallels the sentiments of "Wenn dein Mütterlein," in which a father addresses his deceased daughter, whose face and figure he always imagines whenever her mother enters the room. The careful overlapping pattern of the songs as this dialogue unfolds shows symmetry, balance, and occasional synchronization of visual and emotional content:
Figure 1
The rising stepwise figure and concluding appoggiatura of the more overtly romantic song 2 contrast with the almost baroquelike figuration and tread of song 3, and these qualities are played off against each other as signifiers of yearning, reminiscence, and resignation/acceptance as they emerge from the sound texture, fade, and recombine in shifting univocal and multivocal textures, sometimes creating quite dissonant, collagelike superimpositions. Sokurov has created here a microcosmic scenic compression of the human fear of death, the doubt of salvation, and the sense of imminent farewell and departure-a Mahlerian Abschied, after the vast symphonic landscape of the previous 330 minutes' observation of grim military realities, that self-reflectively presses and reworks Mahlerian cultural product into its own service.
The final example is probably the most bizarre, and from an aesthetic and structural perspective both one of the more challenging to notions of the unalterable, sacrosanct musical artwork and yet in itself one of the more deserving of the claim to true artistic status. Guy Maddin' Gesellen, 1971] ), this seems to be the only one specifically reworked for the screen. This is significant because the ballet is presented in the form of a silent film with intertitles, in mostly black and white, and with a plethora of uniquely filmic techniques such as slow motion, jump cuts, and various optical filters. There are some ambient sound effects of the sort that might have been supplied live in the early days of presound cinema, such as wind and door noises and, of course, the banging of wooden stakes, but (given that this is a ballet) the musical accompaniment derived from Mahler's Symphonies 1 and 2 is continuous.
Rather than complete or unbroken performances of passages, however, the music is sometimes rearranged and juxtaposed. Early on, Dracula dances his victim into her coffin to the funeral march of Symphony 1, but before this has ended, she bursts from her grave to the opening of the finale. Later, there is a sudden theatrical shift from the opening movement of Symphony 1 to the finale of Symphony 2, to match on-screen action (the end of a pas de deux between hero and heroine, followed by the dramatic entry of Count Dracula). In one of the more extreme examples, the final defeat of the villain is accompanied by vertical collages of superimposed material from the finale of Symphony 2, which eventually resolve into a portion of the "Aufersteh'n" chorale and its instrumental conclusion. As an extreme intensification of Mahler's own practice of symphonic writing in the guise of a fragmented "imaginary theater" 40 seconds of the film depicting Dracula's defeat, there are 113 shots, which break down as shown in Table 6 . Synchronized with the soloist reaching the apex of the melody at the second half of m. 533 (high G).
Shots 80-95 (rapid) Men up-end Dracula, impaled on a stake.
Shot 97
Dracula is finally at rest, hanging on a stake.
Synchronized with the apex of the woodwind phrase (4-3 appoggiatura, C flat-B flat, over G flat chord).
Conclusion and Epilogue
This (at least musically) striking combination and reprocessing may on many levels be distressing, but it does forcibly locate elements of Mahler's language and form within the history of the Gothic and the melodramatic (in the best senses of those terms) and the world of early cinema with which his music was contemporaneous. In his famous essay on Mahler, Schoenberg equates his overwhelming emotional experience of hearing Symphony 2 for the first time with what he calls "the melodramatic horror-play, whose effect none can escape." 41 The episodic narrative and sensational emotional exaggeration of the nineteenth-and early-twentieth-century melodramatic mode thrived on conjoining grandiose and banal, high and low, and on a moral dialectic of garish, psychological pictograms. This emotive way of addressing the chaotic "post-sacred era" 42 of early modernism may not be so far removed from the physiognomics of Mahler's symphonic "imaginary theater," with its attempt to recover meaning in obstacles, delays, problematic closure, juxtaposition, gaps, scenic spatiality, and virtuosic dialectics of extreme action/pathos or desolation/rapture. It is small wonder, then, that regardless of the aesthetic propriety of doing so, many makers of film have had recourse to the melos and drama of Mahler's music for a variety of expressive, structural, and cultural purposes-in Maddin's case, folding a recycled Mahler back into the aesthetic framework of early cinematic history with which he was contemporary.
Whether this practice will remain simply another example of the voracious appetite of mass-media culture in the continual widening of its library of expressive clichés, or whether it will encourage a retargeting of popular listening habits, is difficult to answer. With markets comes the freedom to exchange cultural and financial capital. The point at which this transaction slips into exploitation, distortion, or misrepresentation of that capital is never easy to determine. But the alternative of embargoes is also rarely, if ever, successful. However many diverse, seemingly extraneous guises it may assume, the development of music's cultural reception, particularly that of a music as potent as Mahler's, can never be permanently displaced, and indeed will probably remain healthy only to the extent that it is characterized by plurality and inclusiveness. Perceptions of aesthetic dilution, debasement, or disfigurement may actually incite all the more avidly the search for and appreciation of whole, "untarnished" sources. Indeed, it is often through imposed artistic concession itself that music retains degrees of autonomous power: in the face of the cinematically "compromised" and partitioned musical artwork, we may nevertheless be compelled all the more to contemplate the longed-for totality. This is of course simply another, perhaps more radical, form of the Mahlerian aesthetic of the broken artwork in which supposed conventions (of form, sound, genre, taste) are paid honor in the breach.
It is heartening, then, that in the final vignette of Jarmusch's Coffee and Cigarettes one of two aged, world-weary workers on their coffee break discusses and invokes Mahler as a symbol of his current state: "I feel so divorced from the world. I've lost touch with the world. Do you know that song by Mahler, 'I've lost track of the world'?" "No" "It's one of the most beautiful, saddest songs ever written. I can almost hear it now. Can you hear it?" Whereupon mm. 23-31 of the song steal in, reverberating faintly at first, then increasing in volume and sonic presence before fading away, the men all the time straining to listen (1:26:45). "Oh, it's gone now. Did you hear it?" asks the man. "I think so," his friend replies. The man concurs: "It resonated right through the whole building." The two men then engage in brief nostalgic conversation involving the merits of lowly provincialism and exalted sophistication. The first man imagines the coffee to be champagne and offers a toast to Paris in the 1920s, and his friend offers one to New York in the late 1970s. The scene ends with the recurrence of the last five measures of the song as the first man takes a nap.
Not only can we perceive in this an important step in the filmic democratization of Mahler, but also it offers a final encapsulation of the way in which Mahler's music, and by extension other preexistent music, is at times able to move within, around, and beyond purported diegeses by virtue of its cultural valency. Where exactly is this music located? According to traditional definitions, it is not diegetic since there is no conceivable source for it; it is not nondiegetic because the characters hear it; it is not metadiegetic (i.e., in the imagination of an individual) because both characters suggest they can hear it. The music seems to exist nowhere and everywhere. We, the viewers, are partaking in the same shared cultural experience as that of the fictive characters who make reference to the music: there is no division between the inside and outside of the filmic text, which are fused and transcended in some kind of pandiegetic everyman's land through the agency of the Mahler song.
The degree to which the cultural significance of any preexistent music should or can-whether by accident or design-be at play in its screen use and reception is not necessarily easy to determine, since this depends on widely variable contexts of authorial intention (both composer's and director's) and viewer awareness or interpretative focus. I nevertheless hope to have shown in this study that Mahler's often heavily association-laden music, at whatever traditional diegetic level it is situated, can operate in screen works rather like a character who for purposes of emphasis or sympathy suddenly turns to the camera and addresses us directly with either a look, a gesture, or even spoken words, momentarily rupturing the diegetic etiquette, breaking through the narrative frame, and giving us privileged insight. The exploration of these operations may finally be seen as an empowering event both in the larger reception history of Mahler's art and in our developing understanding of the artwork of the moving image. 
